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are derived for the case of a nonlinear function f having certain monotonicity and symmetry properties.
The proofs are based on the following two observations:
(i) the right-hand side of (E) defines an operator which maps a cone of two-periodic functions with
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(ii) slowly oscillating solutions of the linear variational equation correspond to dominant Floquet multipliers.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the nonlinear scalar Volterra convolution integral equation
x(t)

=

l I+•
2€
f (x(t -T))dT, 0<£<1,

J

(E)

I-•

with a nonlinear function f

:R~R

whose graph has the form shown in Figure 1.-----

+x

y=-x

Figure 1
More precisely we assume that f

E

2

C and

= -/(x)

H1

/(-x)

Hi

/(1)=-1,
f'(x) < 0
f"(x) > 0

H3
H4

if X E(-00,00),
if X E( - 00,00 ),
if x E(O,oo ).

Note that these hypotheses imply f(x)<-x on (0,1), andf'(0)<-1. Frequently we will use the function g(x) = - f (x ). Unless stated otherwise, we assume 0 <£< 1.
When £!0 equation (E) formally degenerates into the difference equation
x(t)= f(x(t -1)).

(D)

When t is restricted to the integers Z, our assumptions on f imply that (D) has a globally stable periodic
solution of period two consisting of the points + 1. Following earlier work by Hoppensteadt [12] on a
similar integral equation (also see Cushing [3] and Greenberg [7]), by Hadeler and Tomiuk, Chow,
Mallet-Paret
and
Nussbaum [I,
11,
13,
14]
on the differential-delay
equation
u'(t) = -x(t)+ f(x(t -1)), and by Nussbaum and others on related equations (see [24] and the survey
article [25]), we address here the problems of existence, stability, continuation and limiting behavior when
£!0 of periodic solutions of (E).
Among other things, we will show that (E) admits a family x.(t) of periodic solutions of fixed period
two. This family arises as a Hopf bifurcation from the zero solution at £ = £* for some 0<£* <I and
exists for £ in the interval (0,£* ). For every £ in this interval the solution x, has the form as shown in
Figure 2. In particular, the symmetry conditions
x.(-t) = -x.(t),
x.(t+l)

=

-x.(t)

both hold; as well as the monotonicity and convexity conditions
x;(t)>O in

(-t,t),

(1.1)

(1.2)

3

. x;'(t)<O in (0,1).

x (t)
E.:

t

Figure 2
The solution x( is unique among functions satisfying the symmetry conditions (1.1) and (1.2) and which
are non-negative on (0,1). Furthermore, the family x( depends monotonically on the parameter t::
x(1(t) < xf2(t) <l if t: 1

As

> t:2 and t e(O,l).

eio the periodic solution xf converges to the "square wave" function
1 if t(mod 2)e(O,l),
sqw(t)= { -1 if t(mod2)e(-l,O)

uniformly on compact subsets of (-00,00)-Z. Near the discontinuities of sqw (t) (i.e. near integer
values oft ) the solution x( possesses a transition layer of width O(t:). The precise asymptotic form of
this layer is described by the monotone anti-symmetric solution of a transition layer equation associated
with the equation (E).

llxll

t:*

Figure 3
Figure 3"depicts the global family of solutions x( for 0 <t: <t:*. Note that we have not yet excluded
the possibility of secondary bifurcations, of non-symmetric solutions from this family, and such
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bifurcations, if they exist, are not shown in this Figure. The above results on existence, uniqueness, and
asymptotic behaviour of x., as well as smooth dependence on t:, are proved in Sections 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7
of this paper. Our approach is to exploit the symmetry off in reducing the search for periodic solutions
to the search for fixed points of a monotone operator. Subsequently we use well-known techniques due
to Krasnosel' skii [16].
The stability of x, near the Hopf bifurcation follows from established resul.ts--based on the direction
of bifurcation. These results imply that for t:* -t: sufficiently small the solution x, is asymptotically
stable. We refer to Diekmann and van Gils [4] for a discussion and presentation of a qualitative theory,
which includes the Hopf bifurcation problem, for the general class of Volterra convolution integral equations of the form
00

x(t)

JB(T)f (x(t -T))dT.

=

(1.3)

0

Our equation (E) is obtained from (1.3) with the kernel

t
l

B(T)=

~

if 1-t: ..;;;;;

T ..;;;;;

I +t:,

(1.4)

otherwise.

Note that the standard Hopf bifurcation res ts (see Hale [9]) for the differentiated form
x'(t)

I
= z;lf
(x(t -1 +t:))-/ (x(t -1-t:))]

(1.5)

of (E) do not apply, due to the fact that the delays 1+t: vary with the parameter t: (see, however, the
paper of Hale [10]). The fact that the linearization of (1.5) hasµ = 0 as an additional eigenvalue also
poses a problem. We also remark that many of the results we obtain depend on the specific form (1.4) of
the kernel B, and may not hold for the more general Volterra equation (1.3) with arbitrary kernel B.
For values of t: which are not near the bifurcation point t:* new global methods must be developed to
study the stability of x .. This is done in Sections 6, 8 and 9. In particular, a theory of "slowly oscillating
solutions" is developed in Section 8 and used to prove asymptotic stability of x • for all t: e (0,t:* ) n (0, t ].
(Of course this implies that there are no secondary bifurcations from the branch x, in Figure 3 for this
range oft:.) The restriction t:..;;;;t occurs quite naturally, and repeatedly, in our stability proof, in that we
require the length 2t: of the interval of integration in equation (E) not to exceed the "minimum delay"
1-t:; that is, 2t:..;;;; 1-t:. Whether this restriction is essential, or is merely an artifact of the proof, is an
open question. We suspect it is the latter, and indeed we conjecture that the solution x, is asymptotically
stable for all t:e(O,t:* ).
As a historical side remark we mention that the notion of a slowly oscillating solution of a delay
equation already appears in the book by Myshkis [24]. Kaplan and Yorke [14, 15] and Walther [28] established certain stability properties of slowly oscillating solutions.
Other families of periodic solutions are also shown to exist. Some of these are obtained by rescaling

.

the known family x.(t): if k ;;:.3 is an odd integer and t:
period

*
< ~ , theny(t)

= xk.(kt) is a solution of (E) of

~.

This gives countably many families of "rapidly oscillating" periodic solutions, arising as Hopf
t:*
t:*
t:*
bifurcations from x = 0 at the points 3 > S > 7 > · · · . As t:J,O these solutions tend to scaled
versions of the square wave. They are analogous to the rapidly oscillating solutions obtained for some
differential-delay equations by Chow, Mallet-Paret and Nussbaum [l, 19, 20].
If lf'(O)I is large enough, there are additional Hopf Bifurcations from the zero solution. However, the
bifurcating families are absorbed again by the zero solution through another Hopf bifurcation at a
smaller (qut positive) value oft:. Thus the zero solution acts as both a source and sink for such a family,
in accordance with one of the alternatives in the global Hopf Bifurcation Theorem. (see, for instance,

5

[21] and [22].)
All of the families arising from Hopf bifurcations, with the exception of the stable "primary family"
x, arising at t:*, are unstable whenever t:o.;;;;j. Our results do not rule out the possibility that (E) admits
other periodic solutions, possibly stable ones, not arising from Hopf bifurcations. Similarly it is unclear
whether an arbitrary periodic solution necessarily has period p of the form p =

~ f~some integer k.

2. Hopf bifurcation
Linearization of (E) around the constant solution x =o leads to
£jQ)_ I+<
z(t) = 2t: j z(t -T)dT.
1-<

Upon substitution of z (t)

=

ep.1 we arrive at the characteristic equation

1

= f'(O)e-,.

.,. -.,.

e ~~

(2.1)

.

Looking for roots on the imaginary axis we put µ = i P and find the two real equations
.

2t:

j'(O) P sm

2t:
j '(O) P

The first implies v = k

'IT,

where k

E

COS P

P

=

=

0

2.

Slll

,

t:

P.

Z, which upon substitution into the second leads to
.

- (- l)k ..::t!!_

Slll '('IT -

(2.2)

f'(O)

where y = t:k. This equation can easily be analysed graphically when we recall that j'(O) < - I. See
Figure 4.

y

y=siny

Y1T
y=- f' (0)

y

Y1T

y= f I (O)

Figure 4
Proposition 2.1. For odd k equation (2.2) has precisely one root y = t:* in the interval (0,1), and no
root in this interval for even k.
In addition there exist universal constants 1 < K2 < K3 < ... and Yn E(n -1,n) for n ;;;;;;:, 2 such that
when the parities of k and n are the same, each interval (n -1,n) contains
- no roofs y if

lf '(O)I <

Kn ;

.6

- precisely one root y
- precisely two roots y

= Yn

if lf '(O)I_ = "n;
= f;;=, with En- < Yn <£/,if lf'(O)I > "n·

The interval (n -1,1.l) contains no roots y when the parities of k and n are different.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. The constant Yn is the unique root of tanl'
whileicn =

I

lcosyn'lrl.

'1r

= y'lr in (n -1,n ),

D
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Figure 5
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*

Figure 5 depicts the solutions E as functions of f'(O); that is, the curves E = ~ and E =

T

E±

are

plotted in the (lf'(O)I , E)-plane for various n and k. Some simple calculations based on this Figure lead
to the following result.
Proposition 2.2. As' E decreases, a simple root crosses the imaginary axis at µ = ihr with non-zero speed
E* for k odd;
from left to right as E passes through k,

------

from left to right as E passes through

E+
T,
for k + n =

even ,n ;;;;;.. 2;

from right to left as E passes through

kEn , for k + n

even ,n ;;;;;.. 2.

We are now in a position to apply the results of Diekmann and van Gils [3] to obtain the (local)
Hopf bifurcation of periodic solutions, as well as information about their stability near the bifurcation
point. However, for this special equation we prefer a constructive proof by monotone iteration, which
will provide us with a globally defined branch.
We prove the following technical result here for convenience, although it will not be needed until Section 9.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose 0 <E.;;;;;

+. Then the characteristic equation (2.1) has at least two roots in the strip
.,,

llmµ 1.;;;;; -1- .

(2.3)

-E

Proof. We first note that there is no root of the form
JL = p + ....!:!!_
1-E

(2.4)

and hence there are no roots on the boundary of the strip. Indeed, if (2.4) satisfies (2.1 ), then multiplying (2.1) by µ and taking the imaginary parts of this equation gives
_!!__

1-E

=

_f.1!Jle -(l+•>Psin (1 +E)w
2f

1-E

This is a contradiction, as /'(0) < 0 and sin (ll+E)'n" .;;;;; 0.
-E

Next, observe that any root of (2.1) in the strip (2.3) satisfies
IRe JLI <K=K(E,f'(O))

(2.5)

for some constant K depending continuously on E >0 and /'(0) < -1. This fact is easily proved by
assuming, to the contrary, the existence of sequences of numbers En ~ E > 0 and fn '(O)~f'(O) <-1
such that (2.1) has a corresponding sequence of roots JLn in the strip (2.3) satisfying IReJLn I ~ oo. Taking
the limit in (2.1) easily gives a contradiction.
It follows now from Rouche's Theorem that the number of roots of (2.1) in the rectangle (2.3), (2.5) is
independent of E and f'(O). We complete the proof of Lemma 2.3 by observing that this number is at

least two, because at the particular values E =

t and f '(0) =

µ = +i.,, are two roots of (2.1) in the rectangle. D

-

~~

3v3

< - 1 we have E = E* , and hence

8

3. Monotone iteration
The basic space to work in will be
P 2 = {x Ee(R) Ix is periodic with period two},

provided with the supremum norm.
We define the following subspaces :
P ±I = {x EP2lx(t + 1) = +x(t) for all t },
ps = {x EP2lx(-t) = x(t) for all t },
pa

= {x EP2jx(-t) =

-x(t) for all t},

and we note that P 2 = P 1 $ P - I and P 2 = ps $pa, the corresponding projections onto the first factor
being given by x(t)~i[x(t)+x(t+l)] and x(t)~i[x(t)+x(-t)] respectively. The right hand side of
(E) defines a nonlinear operator T as follows:
(Tx)(t)

=

1
2E

l+t

f f(x(t-T))dT.

(3.1)

1-f

When the precise value of£ matters we shall write Tt instead of T.
Proposition 3.1.

T:P 2 ~P 2

leaves P'.i;j invariant.

Proof. The invariance of P ±I is evident. We only prove the invariance of ps, the proof of the invariance of pa being similar. If x £Ps then

1

(Tx)(-t) =

l+t

f

2;

f(x(-t-T))dT

1-t

1

-l+t

j

=2;

f(x(-(t-T)))dT

-1-·

-1+.

=

~ j

f(x(t -7))dT

-1-.

1

= 2£

l+t

j

f(x(t +2-T))dT

1-E

=

1
£

2

l+E

j

f(x(t -7))dT = (Tx)(t).D

1-E

In P'!_ 1 we define the closed convex cone ea by

ea

= {x EP'!_J!x(t) ;;;;;., 0 for each t E[0,1]}.

t

Figure 6
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Figure 6 depicts a typical element of ea. The following observations will show that T maps
itself. If x E P _ i then the oddness of f. implies
1

(Tx)(t) = 2£

f • g(x(t-T))dT =

I

2;

'+•

f

ea

into

(3.2)

g(x(T))dT

t-£

-·

where by definition
g(x) = -f(x).
If in addition x EPa , one can exploit the symmetry of x and g to reduce the interval of integration of
(3.2) so that it is contained in [O, I]. Indeed,
(Tx)(t)

= ~

1-Jl-t-•J

J

g(x('r))dT, if t

E

(3.3)

[0,1]

Jt-•J
for x EP~ 1 • This formula follows from considering separately the four cases t -£..;;;;; 0 or ;;;;;.: 0, and
t +£ ..;;;;; 1 or ;;;;;.: I. For instance if t -£ ..;;;;; 0 and t +£ ..;;;;; 1 then
1 t+•

(Tx)(t)

= 2;

J g(x(T))dT

•-t

whereas if t -£ ..;;;;; 0 and t +£ ;;;;;.: 1
1
(Tx)(t) =

2;

2-t-£

J

g(x(T))dT.

We shall call this the reduction by symmetry technique. From this and the fact that g(x) ;;;;;.: 0 for x
have the following result.
Proposition 3.2. T leaves

ea

;;;;..o we

invariant.

It turns out that still other useful properties of functions are preserved by the operator T. These are
summarized in the next Proposition. We omit the rather tedious proof which is based on the reduction
by symmetry technique.

Proposition 3.3. Let xEea. If x'(t);;;;;.: 0 in
x"(t)..;;;;; 0 in [0,1] then (Tx)"(t)..;;;;; 0 in [0,1].

[-f,fl

then (Tx)'(t);;;;;.: 0 in

[-f,f].

If, in addition,

We shall look for fixed points of T in ea. Note that a translate x(t +T) of a nontrivial x Eea
belongs to ea again if and only if T is a multiple of two, the period. Thus we have killed the translation
invariance of (E) by a restriction to ea . The following a priori partial description of the form of such
fixed points is needed later.
Proposition 3.4. If x E ea is a nontrivial fixed point of T, then
x(t) > 0 for each t E(O,l), and
x'(O) > 0.
Proof. Suppose x E ea is a nontrivial fixed point of T. From the reduction by symmetry technique,
specifically (3.3), we see that if x(t 0) > 0 for some t 0 E(0,l) then x(t) > 0 for all tin the set
I.(to) = {tE(O,l)l lt-£1 <to< 1-11-t-£ I}.

One sees without much difficulty that J.(t 0) is the interval

10
1.(1(!) = (lt 0 -£1 ,l-ll-t 0 -£1 );

therefore if x is positive on some interval (a 0 ,b 0){;;;(0,l) we conclude that x(t) > 0 throughout the
interval·

Clearly
a1 =
b1 =

min lt-£1,

ao<;t<;bo

max

l-ll-t-4

ao<;t <; bo

Iterating this procedure shows x(t) > 0 on (an , bn) where

=

On
bn =

min

0.-•""'' <,IJ._,

max

a,-,<;t <;b,-1

lt-fl,

1 -11 - t -el .

The following facts, the proofs of which are tedious but not difficult, imply that (an ,bn) = (0,1) for
large n, and from this the first part of the Proposition follows. Suppose first that e .;;;;; t. Then
(i)
(ii) .
(iii)

if On - I < bn - I < f, then On < f < bn ;
if 1-e < an - I < bn - I , then an < 1-f < bn ; and
if neither (i) nor (ii) holds then
(an,bn)

= (an-1-£,bn-1+e)

n(O,l).

We see that after one iteration we are in, and remain in, case (iii), and that (an,bn) = (0,1) for large n.
If on the other hand e

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

>

t , then

if On - I < bn - I< 1-e, then On < f < bn;
if£< an-I < bn, then an < I-e<bn; and
if neither (iv) nor (v) holds then
(an,bn) = (E-bn-1, 2-an-1-e)n(O,l).

Again, after the first iteration we are in case (vi). From there it is not difficult to see that the interval
(an,bn) increases its length by at least 1-e per iteration, until (an,bn) = (O,l) as required.
This completes the proof that x(t) > 0 in (0,1). To finish the proof of the Proposition we simply
note that from the differentiated form (l.5) of (E), and the symmetry conditions, we have
x'(O)

= -£I

g(x(f)) > 0.0

The linearization at zero of the restriction of T to P _ 1 is given by g'(O)M, where we define
I •
(Mx)(t) = 2£
x(t-T)dT.

J

-·

In the following we shall use .;;;;; in the sense of the cone ea ; that is, x .;;;;; y if and only if y - x
Propositi~~

(i)

3.5.

If llx II .;;;;; I then II Tx II .;;;;; I.

E

ea.
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(ii)

T is order preserving: if x, y E ea with x .;;;; y , then Tx .;;;; Ty.

(iii)

Let cpEea be defined by c/>(t)

= simrt.

Then for each 8 > 0 there existsµ. < 1 such that

T(8cp) .;;;; µg'(O) M(8cf>) = µg'(O)( sin'll't: )8cf>.
'll't:

(iv)

For each yE(O,g'(O)) define 8 to be the unique positive root of the equatio_l1-g(x) = yx. Then
Tx ;;;;;.: yMx for each x Eea with llx II

.;;;; 3.

Proof. The properties of g (x) = - f (x) and the reduction by symmetry technique imply (i), (ii) and (iv)
at once. The proof of (iii) follows these lines, but requires a bit more work to obtain the strict inequality
µ< 1. It is easy to show the strict inequality
T(8cp)(t)

< g'(O) ( Sin'll't:) 8 c/>(t)
'll't:

at each t in the open interval (0, 1). The existence of µ< 1 thus follows by considering the limit of the
ratios

1im

T (Sc/>)( t)

t -> 0

l3c/>(t)

=

1im

T (8c/>)(t)

t -> I

8c/>(t)

whose value, by l'Hopital's rule, is
T(8c/>)'(0)
8q,'(0)

= g(8c/>(t:)) <
t:8cp'(O)

g

'(O) 8p(,t:)
t:8cf>'(O)

=

g

'(O) ( sin'll't:)
'll't: .

This implies the result. D

Theorem 3.6.
(i)

T has no nontrivial fixed point in ea if sin'll't: .;;;; g~~) .

(ii)

If, on the other hand, sin'll't:

~~) then T has a unique nontrivial fixed point x( in ea.

>

g
Moreover, lx.(t)l<l for all t, x((t)
I

.

I 1

ff

•

> 0 if t E(-2,2), and x( (t) < 0 if t E(O,l).

Proof. The existence or nonexistence of a fixed point x( is a standard application of the theory of concave operators presented in Krasnosel'skii's book [16]. For completeness we give a brief sketch.
Suppose sin'll't: .;;;; g~~), and that x Eea is a nontrivial fixed point of T.

We have x .;;;;8cp for

sufficiently large 8 (with c/>(t) = sin'll't as before) because x'(O) = _!_ g(x(t:)) = -x'(l) is finite. Set
t:
8* = inf {81 x .;;;; 8cf>}, and note 8* > 0. From (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 3.5, we have for some
µ. < I that

This contradicts the definition of 8*.
If on the other hand sin'll't:

3.5, so that 8

<

> g~~) then one can choose yE(O,g'(O)) and 8 as in (iv) of Proposition

1 and

As a consequence the sequence Tn(8cf>) increases monotonically; it is equicontinuous and is bounded
above by cfne, so must converge to a limit x(Eea, which is necessarily a fixed point of T. Of course this
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fixed point is also uniformly bounded by one.
Let y be any other nontrivial fixed point in C 0 and define
x((t)
y(t)'

h(t) =

O<t<l

x;(o)
t =0,1.
y'(O)'

By Proposition 3.4 the function h is well-defined, positive, and continuous in [0,1]. Let a =
{h (t )jO .;;;;; t .;;;;; 1} and assume a < 1. The strict inequality

inf

g(Ox) > fJg(x) if x e(O,oo) and fJe(O,l)

(which follows from (H 4)), and the fact thaty(t:) > 0 (by Proposition 3.4), implies that
,
. 1
1
a
x((O)=-g(xh)) ~ - g(ay(E))>- g(y(E)) = ay'(O).
f

f

f

Consequently, h cannot attain its infimum at t = 0 or t = 1. Similarly, if t e(O,l) we have
l

x.(t) =

z;

> ~

1-11-t-(I

j

g(xh))dT ~

lt-(1
1-11-t-•I

f

l

1-11-t-(I

z;

j

g(ay(T))dT

It -(I

g(y(T))dT

= ay(t)

lt-(1

so the infimum is not attained in (0,1). Thus a< 1 is impossible, so a
andy and considering

h~t)

=

X(~~

shows that a.;;;;; 1. Hence h(t)

~

1. But reversing the roles of x(

= 1, andy

= x(. This proves the

existence of a unique fixed point. We shall continue to denote this fixed point by x,.
The fact that 84>(,t) = Bsinwt is nondecreasing in [-i,f] and concave on [0,1] implies, by Proposition
3.3, that the limit Tn (&/>)~ x( also has these properties. To prove the strict inequality x; (t) > 0 in
(-f ,f), we first note that (0) > 0, and let t 0 e(O,f] be the first positive value at which
vanishes.
We wish to show that t 0 = f. The symmetry of x( and the fact that it is concave and nondecreasing in
[O,f] imply that

x;

x;

if te[to, I-to],
x.(t) = -llx(ll

ifte[-I+to,-to], and

-llx(ll < x((t) < llx,11

if te(-to,to).

}

(3.4)

Also note that
x( is one-to-one (-t0 ,t0).

From (1.5) we have x; (t) =

~ [g(x((t +E))
x((t 0 -f)

(3.5)

-g(x.(t -f))], and as x; (t 0) = 0 it follows that

= x((t 0 +E)=x.(I-t 0 -f).

(3.6)

The inequalities t 0 - I < t 0 -E < t 0 and -t 0 < I -t 0 - f < I-t 0, together with (3.4) and (3.6), imply
that
to-E, I-t0 - f e(-t 0 , t 0).

(3.7)

And (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) imply that t 0 - f = 1-t0 - f , hence t 0 = f as desired. This completes the
proof that.. (t) > 0 for each t e(-f ,f).

x;

As noted before, jx.(t)I.;;;;; 1 for all t. This inequality is strict if te[O,l]-{f} because x;(t)=F 0
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there. At the maximum t

= t we also have a strict inequality as the integrand in

is strictly less than one except at

T

= 0.

Thus lx.(t )I < 1 for all t.

To show that x;' (t) < 0 in (0,1), first note that the (not necessarily strict) concavity of x, in this
interval, together with the fact that g'(x) > 0 is a strictly decreasing function of x, implies that
g'(x(t)) x'(t) is a strictly decreasing function oft in (0,1). This and the formula
1
x, (t) = 2£ [g'(x.(t +£)) x, (t +£)-g (x.(t -£))x, (t -£)]
obtained from (1.5) easily implies that

x;' (t) <

I

I

I

II

0 for each t E(O,l). D

Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3.6 immediately imply the following result.
Corollary 3.7. T has a unique nontrivial fixed point x,ECa for each 0 < £ < £*.
It is easy to verify that if x (t) is any two-periodic solution of (E) for some £> 0, and if k is odd,

then y(t)
ced~re

= x(kt) is a

!

-periodic solution of (E) but with parameter

~.

Applying this rescaling pro-

to the solution x. obtained above thus generates other periodic solutions.

Theorem 3.8. If k is odd and£ <

~,then the functiony(t) = xk.(kt) is a solution of (E) of period

!.

With further effort it is possible to obtain still other periodic solutions of (E) for £ lying in the inter£- £+
between the Hopf bifurcation points. Consider first the case when n ;;;;;.: 3 is odd. We first
vals (

T, T)

obtain a solution for £n- < £ < £n+ , and then rescale. Note that even though we consider values of£
greater than one, our arguments are valid.
Lemma 3.9. Let n ;;;;;.: 3 be odd and assume that
trivial fixed point x. in ea.
Theorem 3.10. If n ;;;;;.: 3 and k are odd, and

£n±

exist. If

£n-

< £<

£n+

then T, has a unique non-

2
£+
£theny(t) = xk.(kt) is a k- periodic soluT<£<T,

tion of (E).
We prove only Lemma 3.9, as the proof of Theorem 3.10 is straightforward. Again note that the
range of£ considered in Lemma 3.9. is (£n- , £/)C(n -1,n), so the fixed point x, is different from the
one obtained above in Corollary 3.7.
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Note that n -I < £ < n, and set 8 = £-(n -1). Let x EP'!._ 1
fact that n - I is even and that the mean value off (x(t)) is zero yields

;

then using the

8
I IH
1 I+•
f(x(t-T))dT = -;<Tax)(t).
f(x(t -T))dT=2;
(T.X)(t) = 2;

f

f

I-•

1-8

Thus we seek a solution x ECa to the problem x =

.!£ T 8x.

Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, a

. alent1y,
. ~) > -718
. -8 (sm'1Tu
. is
. to exist
. "al solution
. f or a nontnVJ
.
,-, or eqmv
condit10n
necessary and suffiCtent
g (0)
£
,,
sin'11£ > g ~~) . This holds if and only if £n- <£ < £n+. The solution x, moreover is unique and can be
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obtained by monotone iteration. D
The case when n is even requires some slight modifications due to the fact that k also must be even.
Note in particular that the fixed pointy, does not lie in the symmetry class P -1> so we must use the original definition (3.1) of T, rather than the formula (3.2).
-

+

Lemma 3.11. Let n be even and assume that t:;J exist. If

+

-------

fn
then T, (given by (3.1)) has a
2fn < t: <2

0
unique nontrivial fixed pointy, of the form y .(t) = x :z.(2t) , where x :z. E C •

T
€-

Theorem 3.12. If n and k are even, and

< t: <

2
solution
T• theny(t) = xdkt) is a k-periodic
€+

of (E).
We omit the proofs of these results, as they are similar to those given previously. We note that the
two-periodic functions x, and X:z. obtained in Lemmas 3.9 and 3.11 satisfy the monotonicity and convexity conditions as in the statement of Theorem 3.6, as well as the strict bound llx,11 , llx:z.11 < 1.

llxll

s*
Figure 7
Bifurcation Point
t:
t:t /2
€3+ /3
€3- /3
£2- /2
t:l /5
€3- /5
t:/ /4
€3+ /7
€3- /7
t:" /3
t:t /6

Value oft:
.887
.879
.844
.796
.575
.507
.477
.439
.362
.341
.296
.293

Period of Solution
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
2
5
~
5
I

2
2
7

~
7
2

3
I
1

E

15
I

.287
.281
.265

f.2- /4
f.3+ /9
f.3- /9

2
l.
9
2

9

Table 1.
The Hopf bifurcation points f.

=

*

~ and f.

=

f.±

~

in the range .25<£<1 for/(O) = -8.
The resulting global branches of solutions are shown in Figure 7.
Note that the order in which the Hopf bifurcations occur as f. decreases is not necessarily the same as
the order of the periods of the associated periodic solutions. Although the bifurcation points
•

*

f.•

> ~ > ~ > · · · correspond to periods 2 >

t

>

f

> · · · with the same ordering, it is also possi-

+
f. +

ble to have, for example, for a suitable nonlinearity f, bifurcation points
2
2
. ds 5
< 3· N ote however that f. *
peno

•

> ~ with corresponding

. the
. Iies that as f. decreases m
f.3+ > · · · which rmp
£2+ > 3
> 2

interval (0,1) the first Hopf bifurcation encountered is at f. = f.*; see Figures 5 and 7 and Table 1.
Table l gives the values of the parameter f. at the various Hopf bifurcations in the interval .25<£<1
for the case /(0) = -8. Figure 7 depicts the corresponding global branches GJi; and 6lin k emanating
*

from ~ and

,

E±

T

respectively whose existence is proved above. (Of course, as f.io there is an infinite
sequence of such bifurcations, clustering at zero.) We will prove in Section 7 that the solutions on these
branches vary smoothly in f. as shown; but as noted earlier, we cannot.at this point rule out the possibility of secondary bifurcations, or the existence of other periodic solutions not arising from the Hopf bifurcations.
We contrast the situation here with that for certain scalar differential-delay equations such as
x'(t) = a/(x(t-1)) and a'(t) = -x(t)+/(x(t-1)) in which the periods of the bifurcating solutions
are ordered monotonically with respect to the bifurcation parameter. See [l, 17, 19, 20, 23, 26].

4. Monotonicity with respect to f.
For the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise stated, x( denotes the unique nontrivial fixed point
of T in ea for £<f.". In order to show that x( depends monotonically (in the sense of ea) on f. the following elementary Lemmas are useful. We omit the proofs of the first two, as they are quite simple.
b

Lemma 4.1. If the function his concave on [a,b] then jh(T)dT

~ b~a[h(b)+h(a)],

with strict

a

inequality unless h is linear in [a ,b ].
Lemma 4.2. Let the function h be concave on [0,1] and satisfy h(O) = 0. For arbitrary TE[O,l]
define H(t) = Th(t)-th(T). Then H(t)~O if t E[T,1].
Lemma 4.3. Let x be a fixed element of ea which is strictly concave on (0, 1). Then
:f. (T~)(t)<O if t E(O,l).

Proof. As usual we employ the reduction by symmetry technique, restricting our attention tot E(O,t).
Four cases arise.
t -E.~ 0 and t +£~1:
(i)
d

df...(T~)(t) = -

1
~

t+E

2 J g(x(T))dT +
E-t

1

-i;[g(x(t +£))-g(x(f.-t))]
·
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1
< 2i2
[(E-t)g(x(E+t))-(E+t)g(x(E -t))J.;;;; 0.

Here we used Lemma 4.1 in the first inequality and Lemma 4.2 in the second.
t-£ .;;;;o and t +£ ;;a.1:

(ii)

d
d;(T,x)(t) = -

1

2i2

2

J

- ' -·

g(x(T))dT -

1
2£g(x(2-t -£)) -

1 --2£g(x(£-t))

< 0.

•-I

t -£ ;;a.o and t +£ .;;;; I:

(iii)

d
d£ (T.x)(t)

(iv)

1 t+•
1
g(x(T))dT +2;[g(x(t +E))+g(x(t -£))]<0.

= - 2c

J

t-•

t -£ ;;;;. 0 and t +£ ;;a. I is impossible fort e(O,t). 0

Theorem 4.4. £2 <£ 1 implies xEl(t)>x,,(t) for each t e(O,l).
Proof. Lemma 4.3 implies that T,,x.,(t)<TElx,,(t) if t e(O,l), and therefore x.,(t)<T,2x,,(t). So we can
use x,, as the starting point for a monotone iteration with
Since the fixed point is unique in ea, the
limit of the sequence T~,x., is necessarily x,,. 0

T.,.

Corollary 4.5. x,(t)fl as £,1-0 uniformly on compact subsets of (0,1).
Proof. The monotonicity implies that x.(t)fx 0(t):o;;;;l as £,1-0. By taking limits in the equation we find
x 0(t)
g(x 0(t)) and therefore xo(t)
1 if t e(O,l). Finally, Dini's Theorem implies that the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of (0, I). 0

=

=

We can reformulate Corollary 4.5 by saying that x, converges to the square wave sqw(t) as £,1-0.
Since the ;-periodic solutions (for k odd) given by Theorem 3.8 are generated by x, through a
time-scaling with a factor k, we know that these converge to scaled versions of the square-wave as £,1-0.
Finally, we observe that the periodic solutions in the windows (En-, En+) are not necessarily monotone
with respect to£ since they are found as solutions of x =aTx with some a=a(E)<l.

5. The transition layer
Remarkably, the transformationy(t)

= x(Et) leads to the £-independent equation
I

y(t) = t fg(y(t-T))dT

(TLE)

-I

when x EP -I· In particular, if we take x = x. then the corresronding solutions y. of (TLE) are
periodic with period : . Moreover, each y. is increasing on ( - 2£, ~ ), concave on (0,
bounded

!),

independent of £, and satisfies y.(-t) = -y.(t) for all t and y.( ~ )fl as £,1-0. By the Arzela-Ascoli
Theorem, the limit set of the family {y,} is non-empty. Each element y 0 of this limit set is a bounded,
nondecreasing, anti-symmetric solution of (TLE) which is concave on (O,oo ). We want to exclude the
possibility that y =<> belongs to the limit set; this can only happen if for some sequence En ,i,o we have
y..,(t)-+0 uniformly on compact sets. Assume this occurs, and define tn by y..,(tn)=t. Necessarily
tn-+OO. The sequence of functions y..,(t +tn) also has a non-empty limit set, each element of which is a
solution Jl of (TLE) which is concave and bounded on ( - oo, oo ), and satisfies y (0) =
These conditions imply that y is the constant function
however, this does not satisfy (TLE). From this

t;

t.
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contradiction we conclude that the zero function does not belong to the limit set of {y (}, and hence the
limit set of {y (} contains a nontrivial element. We see from the following Theorem that this element y 0
is unique and satisfies some additional properties. Figure 8 depicts the graph of y 0
Theorem 5.1. There is a unique nontrivial solutiony 0 of (TLE) among the class of bounded, nondecreasing, anti-symmetric functions. This solution satisfies Yo( - oo) = - 1 and y 0~ = 1. In addition,
y~(t)>O for each real t, andy~(t)<O if t>O. Finally, we have
xht)--')y 0(t) as £..j,0

(5.1)

uniformly for t in compact sets.
Proof. The existence of a nontrivial, bounded, nondecreasing anti-symmetric solution y 0 has already
been established. In addition, we have noted that y~(t);;a.O for all t and y; (t).;;;;;O if t >0. The proofs
that these inequalities are actually strict are simple arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem
3.6, so we omit them. Also, the limits of y 0(t) as t--')+oo are easily seen to be the two nontrivial fixed
points + 1 of g, as claimed.
·

Figure 8
Let y 1 be any other nontrivial, bounded, nondecreasing, anti-symmetric solution of (TLE) and define
Yo(t)
h(t)

=

Y1(t) '
y~(O)

y;(o) ,

t~O,

t=O.

Observe that Y1> like y 0, satisfies y; (t)>O for all t, and that lim y 1(t) = +I. Thus h is positive and
l--+±00

continuous, and lim h(t) = 1. Let a = inf {h(t)lt e(-00,00)} and assume without loss of generality
l--+±00

that a<l. Necessarily then h(t 0 ) = a for some t 0 e[O,oo). Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.6 we
obtain a contradiction.
Finally, we may conclude (5.1) from the fact that the sequence £n used to obtain the unique y 0 is
arbitrary. D

6. The characteristic multiplier a

=I

In [4] a dynamical system approach for Volterra integral equations of convolution type is developed.
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Although the Floquet theory for periodic solutions is not treated, the similarities with the theory for
functional differential equations, as described in Hale [9], is clear. Associated with the two-periodic solution x. is the non-autonomous linear variational equation
1

l+E

J j'(x.(t -T))z(t -T)dT.

z(t) = 2£

(LE)

1-•

A complex numberµ. is a characteristic exponent in case (LE) has a non-trivial solution (or eigenfunction)
z(t) = eJJlp(t), where p(t +2) = p(t).

(6.1)

The values a = e 21l are called the characteristic multipliers. Corresponding to the solution
z(t)

= x;(t)

e 21l

is the trivial multiplier
= 1. In this Section we shall derive some preliminary results about the multiplier a = l, with an eye to proving in Section 9 that it is a simple multiplier. This, together with further
results derived from the theory of slowly oscillating solutions developed in Section 8, will eventually lead
to a stability proof for x,. Indeed, to prove asymptotic stability with asymptotic phase it is enough to
show that a = l is a simple multiplier and lal < 1 for all other multipliers. And if lal > 1 for some multiplier then x, will be unstable.
As with the Floquet theory for ordinary differential equations, a multiplier a = e 21l can fail to be simple in two different ways. There may exist more than one linearly independent eigenfunction, say
z(t) = eJJlpn(t), n = 1,2. Or there may exist an eigenfunction (6.1) together with some exponentialpolynomial solutions of (LE); in particular there must exist a solution z of the form
z(t) = eJJl[tp(t)+v(t)],

where v(t +2) = v(t).

(6.2)

x;

One result of this Section is that there are no solutions of the form (6.2) withµ. = 0 and p(t) = (t).
We shall also show that
is the only solution (up to scalar multiple) of (LE) in the symmetry class
P -l· Hence, as the kernel /(x.(t)) has period one, the only way a = 1 can fail to be simple is if (LE)
has a nontrivial solution z eP 1• The possibility of such a solution will then be ruled out in Section 9.

x;

Let L:P 2-+P 2 be the linear operator
1

(Lz)(t)

= 2;"

l+.

J j'(x.(t -T))z(t -T)dT.

(6.3)

1-•

Clearly L is a compact operator leaving the subspaces
cs

P~

and the cones

ea

and

= {z eP~dz(t);;;;.O for each t e[-t, tn
(Caution: Except for a = 1, the eigenvalues of L

invariant. Also Lx; = x; eC3 •
bear no relation to
the characteristic multipliers of Floquet theory.)
We recall some facts from the theory of positive linear operators. Let A be a bounded linear operator
leaving invariant a cone C in a Banach space X and let u 0 denote some fixed non-zero element of C. A
is called u 0-positive if for every z EC\ {O} one can find an integer n and positive numbers a and fJ
such that au 0 ~A n z ~{Ju 0 • The cone C is called reproducing if X is spanned by C, i.e., X = C - C.
Theorem 6.1. Let C be reproducing and let A be a positive compact and u 0-positive operator for some
u 0 eC \ {O}. Then
(i)
there exists z 0 eC \ {O} such that Az 0 = Aozo, where i\o = spectral radius of A, is an algebraically simple eigenvalue;
(ii)
z 0 is the only eigenvector of A in C ;
(iii)
there exists a strictly positive F 0 ec* \ {O} such that A• F 0 = i\o£0 ; and
(iv)

~ other eigenvalues ~ of A satisfy l~I <i\o.
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For the proof of this well-known Krein-Rutman type theorem we refer to [16].
We may apply this result to the operator L restricted to P'::j.

ea

es.

Lemma 6.2. Let P'!_ 1 and ps_ 1 be ordered by the reproducing cones
and
Then L restricted to
P'!_ 1 is u0-positive with u0(t)
sin?Tt; and L restricted to ps_ 1 is u0-positive with u0(t)
cos?Tt.

=

=

Proof. Consider only P'!._ 1 . From reduction by symmetry, if z eP - l then (6.3) can
----- be written
1 1-ll-t-EI '

(Lz)(t) =

J

·:u

(6.4)

g(xi'r))z(T)dT

It-El

provided TE(O,l). Recall that the kernel g'(xiT)) in (6.4) is positive everywhere and that the interval of
integration in (6.4) is contained in [0,1]. As in the proof of Proposition 3.4, if z eea is strictly positive on
some interval (a 0,b 0)!:(0,l), then (Lnz)(t)>O on an interval (an,bn)where (an,bn) = (0,1) for some n.
For this value of n we easily see that Ln+lz is also positive throughout (0,1) and in addition has simple
zeros at the endpoints t = 0, 1. Such a functipn can then be bounded above and below by suitable positive multiples of sin?Tt. D
Proposition 6.3. The restriction of L to ps_ 1 has a = 1 as an algebraically simple eigenvalue with
corresponding eigenvector
and lal < 1 for all other eigenvalues. The restriction of L to P'!_ 1 has spectral radius less than one.

x;,

Corollary 6.4. The only solution (up to scalar multiple) of the linear equation (LE) in P - l is

x; (t ).

We prove only Proposition 6.3 as the Corollary follows easily.
Proof of Proposition 6.3. The claim about L restricted to ps_ 1 follows immediately from Theorem 6.1 as
Lx; = x; belongs to the cone es.
To prove that L restricted to P'!_ 1 has spectral radius less than one, first differentiate
(6.4) to obtain

Lx;

=

x; in

where
h(t) = -

1

~

:u f g

II

I

(xit -T))[xE(t -T)]2dT.

-E

This can be written abstractly as
(1-L)(-x;)

where both -

=h

(6.5)

x; and h belong to ea.

Now let Ao denote the spectral radius of L restricted to P'!._ 1 , and let Fg eea* \ {O} denote the
unique eigenvector of the adjoint L • corresponding to the eigenvalue Ao, as given by Theorem 6.1. Taking the duality pairing < , > of (6.5) with Fg now gives
(l -Ao)C1 =

/

where c 1

= <F3, - x;' >

and c 2

= <Fg ,h >

C2

are positive. It follows now that Ao< 1, as required. D

We now eliminate solutions of the form (6.2) forµ. = 0 ,p

=x;.

Proposition 6.5. Equation (LE) does not have a solution of the form
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z(t)

= tx;(t)+v(t), with v(t +2) = v(t).

Proof. Substituting (6.6) into (6.3) and making use of

x; = Lx; gives v =

(6.6.)

Lv-k where

1 1+.
k(t) = 2; j'(x.(t-T))'rx:(t-T)dT.

J

I-<

Since k EP -1> without loss v EP -I (otherwise replace v with its projection onto P _ 1). As the operator
L commutes with the projection onto ps, we may further replace v and k with their projections v 3 and
ks onto ps_ 1 • Thus
(6.7)

where a calculation reveals

= f[k(t)+k(-t)] = x;(t).

k 3 (t)

Now the inhomogeneous equation (6.7) has a solution if and only if <Fb ,ks > = 0 where Fb is the
unique eigenvector of the adjoint L * corresponding to the eigenvalue a = 1 and the symmetry class
ps_ 1 , and as before < , > is the duality pairing. One easily verifies that

(L* z)(t)
and

=

I
I+•
2£/(x.(t))
z(t -T)dT,

J

·-·

Fb(t) = j'(x.(t))x;(t).
(The transformation L • is actually defined on the dual space whose elements are measures. In the above
two formulas we make a slight abuse of notation by interpreting integrable functions as measures.) It
follows that
I

<Fb,k 3 >

l

= jFb(t)x;(t)dt= jJ'(x.(t))[x;(t)fdt<O
0

0

so (6.7) has no solution. D
Proposition 6.5 implies that if a = I is not an algebraically simple characteristic multiplier, then
equation (LE) must have a two-periodic solution z independent of x;. If this is so, then from Corollary
6.4 and the identity j'(x.(t + 1)) = j'(x.(t)), we may assume without loss that such a solution z lies in
the symmetry class P 1; for if not, we may consider the solution z (t) + z (t +I) instead. In Lemma 9.3 we
shall eliminate the possibility that z EP., at least for t::e;;;;f, and thereby conclude that the characteristic
multiplier a = I is algebraically simple.

7. Dependence of x, on t:
The operator I - L is invertible on the space pa_ 1 by Proposition 6.3. As this is the Frechet derivative of the nonlinear operator x ~x - T .x with respect to x EPa_ 1 , it should follow from the Implicit
Function Theorem that the solution x, obtained by monotone iteration depends smoothly on t:. Certainly this is the case if T depends smoothly on x and t:.
We shall show T is a,C 1 function of (x,t:)EPD_ 1 X(O,oo). Actually, if t: is fixed then T, is a ck function of x EPa_ 1 , provided f is ck. But a subtle point is that T is never jointly C 2 in (x ,t:) no matter
how smooth f is. Thus the Implicit Function Theorem by itself yields only the result that x, is a C 1
function oft:. Following Hale [10], we shall show, however, that repeated use of the Implicit Function
Theorem proves that in fact x. is a ck function oft: if f is ck.
The reason for the difficulty about smoothness is due to the fact that varying t: is, in some sense, like
applying a translation operator. To be specific consider S,:PD_ 1 ~pa_ 1 given by
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E

(SeX)(t) =

l

f g(x(t--r))d-r.

(7.1)

Note that S( = 2 ET(. At least formally, the second derivative of SeX with respect to f. is the function
[

d2SeX
-;J;?

(t)

=

d fg(x(t -f))-g(x(t +E))] ;
df.

_______

(7.2)

however, this function does not exist for those x eP':. 1 which are not C 1. Moreover, casting the problem
in a space of smoother functions is no remedy. The following result is essentially the sharpest possible
on the smoothness of the map S jointly in (x ,E).
Lemma 7.1. The operator S in (7.1) defines a C 1 mapping from P':. 1 X (O,oo) into P':. 1.

Proof. The candidate for Frechet derivative DSeX of S( at some (x,E)EP':. 1 X (O,oo) is the linear operator cI>(x ,f.) from P':. 1 X R into P':. 1, defined l?Y
(

«I>(x ,E)(y ,8)

= Jg'(x(t --r))y(t --r))d-r +

8fg(x(t -E))+g(x(t +E))].

That this is the derivative can be seen by estimating the difference
SE+8(x +y)-SeX-«I>(x,E)(y,8)

=

£+8

= J [g(x +y)-g(x)-g'(x)y]l

1 -,,.

d-r

-(-8

+

£+8
g(x(t --r))-g(x(t -f))+g'(x(t --r))y(t --r) d-r

J

(

-(

J g(x(t --r))-g(x(t +E))+g'(x(t --r))y(t --r) d-r

+

-£-8

for a fixed (x ,f.): using the uniform continuity of x, one shows the norm of this difference is order
o(l[y 11+181) as (y ,8)~(0,0). Hence DSeX
cI>(x ,f.) at each (x ,f.).

=

To show that S is c1, jointly in (x ,E), we must show that cI>(x ,f.) varies continuously as a linear operator, as (x ,£) varies. This is a consequence of the following estimate of the operator norm:
£2

llcI>(x2,f2)-cI>(x1>f1)~1is~p /lg'(x2(t --r))-g'(x1(t --r))ld-r
-(2

(2

-(1

+s~p(/ +

J )ig'(x1(t --r))ld-r +

s~pl g(x2(t -f2))-g(x1(t -f1))I + s~pl g(x2(t +E2))-g(x1(t +E1))I.

-(2

(I

As the above tends to zero when

(x 2 ,E2)~(XJ>f 1 ),

the result is proved. D

Lemma 7.1 and the discussion above imply that f.i-+X( is C 1. Although S is never smoother than c1,
the map f.~X( is in fact Ck if f is Ck. To prove this fact first differentiate the identity SeX(-2vc( = 0

ax

with respect to f. to obtain '1'( ~,f.)
/

uf.

= 0 where by definition

=

V(y ,f.)
cl>(X 0 f)(y ,l)-2fy-2xE"
1
for y eP':. 1. We claim that '1' is C if g is C 2. Since '1' is linear in y we concentrat~ on the

ax

differentiability with respect to f.. From the identity SeXE-2vc( = 0 it follows easily that T(t) exists

,,

t

and depends continuously on f., uniformly in t. Hence f.i-+xl-£) and f.1:-+xl+E) are C 1 and our claim
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follows at once. Next, applying the implicit function theorem to '¥, we find that the solution y =
l

axE

2

C in t: if g is C . Repeating the argument (note that 'I'(a;- ,t:) = 0 implies that

2

ata XEat:

Tt:
ax

is

exists and

depends continuously on t: ) we obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.2 If f is Ck then the two-periodic solution x( is a ck function of------t:<t:•. So are the solutions xk.(kt) obtained in Theorems 3.8, 3.10 and 3.12 for the appropriate ranges oft:.

8. Slow oscillations yield dominant multipliers
In this section we consider the linear equation
l+E

z(t) =

J r(t -T)z(t -T)dT

(8.1)

l-E

where we assume that the continuous function· r satisfies
r(t +2) = r(t)<O

for all t. For example r(t)

=

;t:/(x.(t)) would give the variational equation (LE). We shall single out

a class of solutions defined for all t e ( - oo, oo ), the "slowly oscillating solutions", characterized by the
property that all zeros are simple and are spaced at least a distance 1-t: apart. For example the solution
z(t) = x;(t) of (LE) is slowly oscillating, while the rescaled solutions z(t) = x~((kt) fork = 3,5,7, · · ·
are not if the spacing

!

between zeros is less than 1-t: (which is certainly the case if t: <

~

<f).

As noted in the Introduction, a restriction in our methods is the requirement that t:~f. This arises
!rom the fact that in many of the proofs the minimum separation 1 -t: of zeros of slowly oscillating solutions must not be less than the length 2t: of the interval of integration in (8.1 ). That is, we require that
1-t:;;oi.2t:. How essential this restriction is for our final results is an open question.
Observe that because r(t)<O, no solution of (8.1) can be non-zero on an open interval of length 1+t:;
indeed all solutions must "oscillate", that is, change sign infinitely often. We shall show that at most two
Floquet mQ!tipliers (counting multiplicity) can have slowly oscillating eigenfunctions and that these multipliers must be dominant, i.e., have norms strictly larger than all others. From this, stability results for
solutions of the nonlinear equation (E) will be obtained.
Let z ( t) be a solution of (8.1) for all t e ( - oo, oo ). We say z is slowly oscillating at t 0 in case all zeros
of z in the closed interval [t 0 -1-t:, t 0] are simple (i.e. z(t) = 0 implies z'(t):#)) and are spaced a distance 1-t: or more apart. As noted, r(t)<O forces z to have at least one zero in this interval. If t:<f
then 2(1-e)> 1 +t:, so there can be at most two zeros. This conclusion is also true if t: = f, but is a little harder to prove. Clearly [t 0 - l -t:, t 0] = [t 0 -f , t 0] has at most three zeros of z; if exactly three,
they must be located at t 0 , t 0 -t, and t 0 -f, spaced a distance 1 -t: = t apart. But then (8.l) would
force z(t 0~0, a contradiction. To summarize: if z is slowly oscillating at t 0 , and if t:~+, then the interval [t 0 - l -t:, t 0] contains either one or two zeros of z.
We say z is slowly oscillating if it is slowly oscillating at each t 0 e(-oo,oo). We say z is never slowly
oscillating if it is slowly oscillating at no t 0 e(- oo,oo ).
From now on we as~ume t: ~+. With this condition we can regard consecutive zeros tn-i<tn of a
slowly oscillating solution as being in a mother-daughter relationship: as z(tn) = 0, by (8.1) z must vanish at some t. e(tn -1-t: , tn - I +t:); and t. = tn - l (the "mother" of tn) is unique because the length 2t:
of this interval is no larger than the minimum separation 1-e of zeros. And further, tn "gives birth" to
the next zero tn + 1 e(tn + 1 -t: , tn + 1+t:) as the integrand in (8.1) changes sign as t ranges in this interval. These jdeas in fact imply the following important property.
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Proposition 8.1. If z is slowly oscillating at t 0, then it is slowly oscillating at each t 1>t 0 •
Proof. If not, let t 1 >t 0 be the first point at which z is not slowly oscillating. (Oearly z is slowly oscillating immediately to the right of t 0, so t 1 does exist.) It is also clear from the definitions that z(t 1) = O;
hence from (8.1) z must vanish at some t. e(t 1 -1-t:, t 1 -1 +t:). Because z is slowly oscillating immediately to the left oft., and because 2t:~l-t:, it follows that besides t. there exist§_.at most one other zero
t.. of z in the interval [t 1 -1-t:, t 1), that t. and t•• are simple zeros, and that t•• (if it exists) does not
lie in [t 1 -1-t:,1 1 -1 +t:]. In particular, z has opposite signs at t 1 -1-t: and t 1 - l +t:, say
z(1 1 - l-t:)<O,
z(t 1 - l +t:)>O.

z (t)•

t

Figure 9
Differentiating (8.1) we find
z'(t) = r(t -1 +t:)z(t -1 +t:)-r(t -1-t:)z(t -1-t:)

(8.2)

so we see from this that z'(t 1)<0. Hence z is positive immediately to the left of t 1; because z(t 1 -1 +t:)
also is positive, it follows that t .. does not exist. See Figure 9. Thus t. and 11 are the only zeros of z in
[t 1 -1-t:, t 1] and both are simple. Hence z is slowly oscillating at t., a contradiction. D
The characteristic multipliers a:;t-0 of equation (8.1) are the eigenvalues of the linear operator A on
C[-1-t:, O] which takes an initial condition z(T), defined for -1-t:~T~O, to its time two translate
z (T + 2). Consider the corresponding eigenspace and generalized eigenspace; they correspond to the following spaces Ea<;;,Ga of complex solutions on (-00,00):

Ea = {z :R-+Clz(t) is a solution of (8.1) of the form
z(t) = eP'p(I), where a = e2" and p(t +2)=P(t)},

G0 ={z :R-+Clz(t) is a solution of (8.1) of the form
k

I

2
z(t) = eP' j~o'jpj(t) for some k, where a=e " and pj(t +2)=Pj(t) for each}}.

Floquet theory implies that the function eP'Pk (t) obtained from the leading term of any z E Ga always
belongs to Ea·
If o>O, define also the spaces of real solutions
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t90 = Re spanE«>
lal=a
@0 = Re spanG a•
lal=a
% = Re spanG a•
lal;;.a
consisting of the real parts of the linear spans of various .eigenspaces. All ~these spaces are finite
dimensional. Observe also that t90 C@0 C% and that%, C'.J<;.. if 01>02. Furthermore, each z e$0 has the
form
z(t) = eP' q(t)

(8.3)

and each z e§0 the form
k

z(t) = eP' ~ tj q-(t)
j=O

where q and qj are quasi-periodic functions and
the form

o

J

(8.4)

= e2p. (Recall that a quasi-periodic function is one of

q(t) = Q(a1t, ···,apt)

where Q(T" · · · ,Tp) is continuous and of period one in each Tj, and the aj are real constants. Without
loss the aj are linearly independent over the rationals.)
The relation between slowly oscillating solutions and the above eigenspaces is made clear by the following result.
Proposition 8.2.

> 0, either each z et90 \ {O} is slowly oscillating, or each such z is never slowly oscillat-

(i)

Given o
ing.

(ii)

H each z et90 \ {O} is slowly oscillating, and t90 ::;i:{O} (i.e. o
plier a) then each z e3<;, \ {O} is slowly oscillating.

(iii)

If each z e3<;, \ {O} is slowly oscillating then dim 3<;,E;;;;2; that is, there are at most two multipliers (counting multiplicity) with lal;;a.o.

= lal for some characteristic multi-

Several Lemmas are needed before the proof of Proposition 8.2 can be given. To begin, we show the
property of being slowly oscillating is preserved under limits.
Lemma 8.3. Let E:n E;;;;± converge to £>0, let rn(t) be a sequence of two-periodic functions converging
uniformly to r(t)<O, and Zn(t) a sequence of slowly oscillating solutions of
l+t.

Zn(t) =

J rn(t -T)zn(t -T)dT

1-t.

converging uniformly on compact intervals to z (t ). Then either z is a slowly oscillating solution of the
limiting equation (8.1), or z is identically zero.
Proof. Each Zn has only simple zeros, with consecutive zeros spaced a distance at least I -E:n and at
most 1 +E:n apart; moreqver the zeros of each Zn form a bi-infinite sequence tending to -oo and oo. By
taking limits we easily conclude there are zeros {tk }.r:-oo of z so that for each k
z(tk) = 0,

1-£ E;;;; tk+ 1 -tkE;;;;1+£, and
{

(-If z(t);;a.O if t e(tk>tk+1).

(8.5)
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We must show either z is

id~tically

zero, or else the zeros tk all are simple and there are no others.

Case I. z vanishes identically on some interval [a,b] of length b -a ;;;it2e. Then, because 2E.;;;;;l-e, there
exists TE[a ,b] such that I = (T-1-e , T-1 +e) contains no tk. Because z is sign definite on I (by
(8.5)) we conclude from the integral equation (8.1) and z(T)=O that
z(t) = 0 for each t E[T-1-e, T-1 +e].

(8.6)

Also, the vanishing of z' on [a,b] implies, by (8.2), that
r(t-I-e)z(t-I-e) = r(t-I+e)z(t-I+e)

(8.7)

for each tE[a,b].

From (8.6) and (8.7), and the fact that TE[a ,b] it follows that z
[a -1-e, b -1 +e], an interval of length b -a +2E.

vanishes identically on

The above argument may be repeated: z vanishes identically on the interval [a -1-e, b - I +e],
hence also on the interval [a -2-2E, b-2+2E]. We conclude that for each positive integer N, z vanishes identically on [a -N(l +e), b -N(l-e)]. Thus z(t) vanishes for all small t, say for all t .;;;;;T; but
this implies z is identically zero on (- oo,oo) by uniqueness of solutions of (8.1).

Case II. z does not vanish identically on any interval of length 2E or more. If so, we may conclude
z(t) = 0 implies t E(tk + 1-e, tk + 1 +e) for some k.

(8.8)

To see why (8.8) holds, suppose for some t that z (t) = 0, but that (t -1-e , t -1 +e) contains no tk.
The vanishing of the integral (8.1) and the sign condition (8.5) would then force z to vanish identically
on [t -1-e, t - I +e]; this is an interval of length 2E, a contradiction. Thus (8.8) holds.

z is monotone (not necessarily strictly) in each interval
as the derivative formula (8.2) and sign condition (8.5) imply that
( - 1f+ 1z '(t );;;itO there. Also, these intervals are disjoint as e.;;;;
Consequently for each k the set of
points Jk <;A at which z vanishes is closed and connected.
Observe

Ik

further

that

= (tk + 1-e, tk + 1 +e),

t.

Suppose now that z is not slowly oscillating. If all zeros of z are simple, then there must exist two of
them spaced a distance less then 1-e apart; but this is impossible in view of (8.5). Thus z must possess
a non-simple zero, say z(t.)
z'(t.)
0. From (8.8) we see that I.
(t. -1-e, t. -1 +e) contains
some tk ; moreover, this k is unique. The sign of z on either side of tk (given in (8.5)) and the derivative
t. imply that z(t. -1-e)
z(t• -1 +e)
0. And the vanishing of (8.1) at t
t.
formula (8.2) at t
implies that z must assume both positive and negative values in I. (note that z does not vanish identically on this interval of length 2E). Hence there exists t•• EI. such that z(t•• ) = 0 and such that the
three zeros t. -1-e, t•• , t. -1 +e of z all lie in different intervals Jj. But then I. intersects three
different Ij (since Jj <;;;,Ij ); this is impossible as the intervals I. and Ij all have the same length 2E, and
the intervals Jj are pairwise disjoint. 0

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

Lemma 8.4. If z is slowly oscillating at t 0, and z(t 0) = 0, then the zero t 1<t0 immediately to the left of
t 0 is at a distance strictly greater than 1 - e. Thus, if z is slowly oscillating then all its zeros are spaced a
distance strictly greater than 1 - E apart.
Proof. If the first statement is false, then t 1 and t 0 are separated by a distance exactly 1-e, so that
z(t 0) = z(t 0 -1 +e) = 0. But then z(t)=#) throughout (t 0 -1-e, t 0 -1 +e) as the zero before
t 1 = t 0 -I +e is a distance at least 1-e ;;it 2E away. Equation (8.1) then forces z(t 0)=#), a contradiction.
The second statement oCthe Lemma follows immediately from the first statement. 0
Lemma 8.5. If z ES0

\

{O} then either z is slowly oscillating, or is never slowly oscillating.

Proof. Suppose z is slowly oscillating at some t 0 ; without loss z(t 0) = 0 (if not, increase t 0 to the next
zero). By Lemma 8.4 and because 2(1-e);;;itl +e, there is only one other zero of z in [t 0 -1-e, t 0 ] and
it is a distance strictly greater than 1-e from t 0 • Now write z in the form (8.3) with q quasi-periodic.
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There exists a sequence tn ~ - oo such that

q(t

+tn)~q(t)

q'(t +tn)~q'(t)
uniformly on compact intervals; the convergence of q follows from quasi-periodicity, and the convergence of q' because q satisfies an integral equation. Therefore, using (8.3) we see1hat e-P'•z(t +tn) and
e-P'·z'(t +tn) converge to z(t) and z'(t) uniformly on [t 0 - l-E, t 0]. It follows from the location and
simplicity of the zeros of z in this interval, that for large n the solution z is slowly oscillating at
t 0 +tn~-oo. By Proposition 8.1, z is thus slowly oscillating. D
Proof of Proposition 8.2. Regard the finite dimensional space Sa as isomorphic to Rd. We show the set
of slowly oscillating solutions z eSa \ {O}=Rd \ {O} is both open and closed; then part (i) of the Proposition follows from this and Lemma 8.5. Now by Lemma 8.3 the set of slowly oscillating z certainly is
closed in Sa\ {O}. To see that it is open, let z ESa \ {O} be slowly oscillating, and fix t 0 so that
z (t 0) = 0. Then as z is slowly oscillating at .t 0, and 2(1 -E);;;a.1 +E, there can be only one other zero in
[t 0 - l -E, t 0], both it and t 0 are simple, and by Lemma 8.4 they must be a distance greater than 1-E
apart. From this it follows that nearby points in Sa also are slowly oscillating at t 0 ; so by Lemma .8.5
they are slowly oscillating. This proves (i).
To show (ii), suppose each z E©a \ {O} is slowly oscillating. We first show each z e13a \ {O} is slowly
oscillating, then show the same for each z e:lfo \ {O}. Each z e§a \ {O} has the form (8.4) where the
function eP'qk(t) is slowly oscillating, as it is in Sa\ {O}. Writing z(t) = eP'tk[qk(t)+h(t)] where
h(t)~ 0 as t~-oo, choosing t 0 so that qk(to) = 0, and tn~-oo so that qk(t+tn)~qk(t), and noting
e-pt.tn-kz(t +tn)~eP' qk(t), we may argue as in the proof of Lemma 8.5 to show that z is slowly oscillating at t 0 + tn (for large n ) because eP' qk (t) is at t 0 • As before, it follows that z is slowly oscillating.
Now suppose each element of 13a \ {O} is slowly oscillating; if we show each z in a dense subset
6Db;Xi, is slowly oscillating, the same will hold· for each z e:lfo \ {O} by Lemma 8.3, and this will prove
(ii). Let 6J) consist of those z = z 0+z1 where z 0E13a \ {O} and z 1e:lfo, for some o 1>o. Clearly 6D is
dense in :lfo. Writing z 0 in the form (8.4), and noting z 1 decays faster at - oo than does z 0, that is,
z 1(t) = eP'tkh 1(t) with h 1 (t)~O as t~-oo, shows that z(t) = eP1 tk[qk(t)+h(t)] where h(t)~O as
t ~ - oo. The rest of the proof follows the arguments of the paragraph above, using the fact that
eP1 qk(t) belongs to Sa\ {O} hence is slowly oscillating.
Lastly we prove (iii). If dim Xi,;;;a. 3 then an appropriate linear combination of three independent elements in this space yields some z e:lfo \ {O} with z(O) = z'(O) = 0. But then z would not be slowly
oscillating at t = 0. D
We may now consider the maximal
%.

'.Ko for which all z e:lfo \ {O}

= span {:lfoleach z e:lfo \

are slowly oscillating, namely

{O} is slowly oscillating}.

Three possibilities present themselves. Let {an } denote the characteristic multipliers of (8.1) counted with
multiplicity, and ordered so that
la1l;;;a.la2l;;;a.la3l;;;a. · · · ~o.

= 0 for large n .) Then either
~«•I and we have the strict inequality la2I > la31; or

(If there are only finitely many multipliers we consider an

(i)

dim %. = 2, so dim %. =

(ii)

dim%. = 1, so'%. = ~ail and la1l>la2I; or

(iii)

%. = {O}.

The multipliers associated with %. are called the principal multipliers. In case (i), a 1 and a 2 are the principal multi.pliers; in case (ii) a 1 is the only principal multiplier, while in case (iii) there are no principal
multipliers. Below we show that no principal multiplier lies in ( - oo,O). Subsequently we prove that the
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principal multipliers vary continuously under perturbations of £ and the kernel r(t) in (8.1), and are
preserved under limits; this means case (i) is preserved under perturbations, and under limits provided
ja2 1 does not tend to zero. We believe case (i) always holds.
Proposition 8.6. No principal multiplier lies in ( - oo,O).
Proof. If this is false, then there exists a slowly oscillating solution satisfying z(l-+2) = -jajz(t), where

aE(- oo,O) is a principal multiplier. Let z(t0) = 0 and, say, z '(t 0)>0. The interval (t 0,t 0 +2] must contain zeros other than t 0 +2, as the maximum separation of zeros is 1 +£<2. There must exist at least two
others because z'(t 0) and z'(t 0 +2) have opposite signs and all zeros of z are simple. It follows that there
exist two zeros of z in [t 0,t 0 +2] a distance tor less apart. But f~l-£, so this contradicts Lemma 8.4.
D
Proposition 8.7. Let dim X.. = 2 hold for (8.1), namely that each z E'.J<iazl \ {O} is slowly oscillating.
1+€o

Then there exists B>O such that dim X.. = 2 for any perturbed equation z(t) =
such that

j£-£ol~B

and jr 0(t)-r(t)j~B for all t.

J r0(t --r)z(t --r)d-r

I-€o

Proof. Standard results of spectral theory applied to the time two translation operator A imply that the
first two multipliers ao1>ao2 of the perturbed equation are near those of the unperturbed equation (8.1 ),
and that the subspace '.J<iaml for the perturbed equation has a basis z 01 (t), z 02(t) which is uniformly near
a given basis z1(t), z2(t) of '.J<ia21on the interval [-l-f:o, OJ. Indeed, Zon and its derivative zon' are uniformly near Zn and zn' on compact intervals, for n = 1,2, as these functions are exponential-polynomialperiodic functions which are solutions of an integral equation. It follows from Lemma 8.4 that zon is
slowly oscillating because Zn is. Hence dim X.. = 2 holds for the perturbed equatio.n. D
-Proposition 8.8. Let dim X.. = 2 hold for each equation

z(t)

=

l+fn

J rn(t--r)z(t --r)d-r,

(8.9)

1-(,,

where rn is two-periodic, rn(t)~r(t)<O uniformly and £n ~t converges to £>0. If the corresponding
multipliers an 2 satisfy Iimant¥=0 (this limit necessarily exists) then for the limiting equation (8.1) we also
n-+OO

have dim X.. = 2.
Proof. For the limiting equation we have

la1l;;;;i:la2I = · · · =laml>lam+Il;;;;i: · · ·

for some finite m ;;;;i:2, where an 1 ~ a 1 and an 2 ~a2 as n ~oo. Let Znk>k = 1,2, be a basis for the two
dimensional space 'lr.a.. I of equation (8.9), normalized so that
sup lznk(t)I = 1 and
v'1 2
[ -1-fa,O]
0

J zn 1(t)zn 2(t)dt

= 0. Then, after passing to a subsequence, we have Znk(t)~zk(t) uniformly on

[~i-£,0] fork =

1,2, where z 1 and z 2 belong to them-dimensional space '.lGazl· This follows from the
convergence An ~A of the corresponding time-two translation operators. Further, z 1 and z 2 are linearly
independent functions (from the normalization of znk) and the convergence of Znk to zk is uniform on
compact intervals. Therefore, by Lemma 8.3, z 1 and z 2 are slowly oscillating because Zn1 and Zn2 are.
Hence by (iii) of Proposition 8.2 X.. = '.lGazl is two-dimensional for the limiting equation (8.1 ). D

9. The stability of x£
The theory developed in Section 8 and the results of Section 6 will be used to prove the following
results. ''
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Theorem 9.1. If t:

is;;;

f then. the solution x( is asymptotically stable.
*

Theorem 9.2. For k ;;;.. 3 odd and any t:< ~ <
. t:nt:n+
.
I
if k<t:<k, k +n 1S even, and t:=e;;;3.

t, the solution xk£(kt) of (E) is unstable.

The same is true

The proofs of these Theorems follow from the results below.
Consider first the solution x( for O<t:<t:*; assume that t:=e;;;f so that the theory of Section 8 applies.
Then x/ is a slowly oscillating solution of the linearized equation (LE); this is by (ii) of Theorem 3.6.
Hence a
1 is a principal multiplier. If there are no other principal multipliers (that is, dim X.
1)
then lal < 1 for all other characteristic multipliers of (LE) and so x, is asymptotically stable. On the other
hand, if dim X. = 2, then there exists one other principal multiplier /l Necessarily, /J is real. Further,
/J>O by Proposition 8.6. And Propositions 8.7 and 8.8 imply that /J
/J(t:) depends continuously on t:,
and continues to exist for as long as it remains bounded away from zero. From the following result we
conclude /J=/=l, and so /Je(O,l)U(l,oo).

=

=

=

Lemma 9.3. The characteristic multiplier a = 1 for x( is algebraically simple when t:=e;;;f.
Proof. The linear equation (LE) has the two-periodic solution x/. By Proposition 6.5 there is no solution of the form .tx/(t)+v(t) where v is two-periodic. Therefore the only way the multi:plier a = 1
could fail to be simple is if there was a two-periodic solution z of (LE), independent from x(. By (i) of
Proposition 8.2 we see that is slowly oscillating because
is, and because both
and belong to
S 1 \ {O}. Also, by considering z(t)+z(t + 1), which are themselves solutions of (LE), we may assume
without loss that either z eP 1 or z eP _ 1• By Corollary 6.4, z eP _ 1 is impossible, so necessarily z eP 1•
'.That is, z must have period one. Butz eP 1 is impossible for a slowly oscillating solution: let z(t 0)
0,
and so z'(t 0)=/=0. By periodicity z must vanish at some point in (to, t 0 + 1), hence it must have two
zeros spaced a distance no more than apart; and <I -t:, contradicting the definition of slowly oscillating. D

z

x;

x;

z

=

t

t

Lemma 9.3 implies that one of two situations holds as t: varies in the interval (O,t:*)n(O,f J:

(i)

/J(t:)> 1 for all such t:, in which case x( is unstable; or

(ii)

for each such t: either 0</J(t:)<l or else dim X. = l; here x, is asymptotically stable.

We will show that (ii) holds, thereby proving Theorem 9.1. Indeed, it is sufficient to show this only for a
particular nonlinearity / 0 satisfying the hypothesis H 1 - H 4 • For if f is any other such function, consider the homotopy fP = pf +(1-p)/ 0 for O=e;;;p=e;;;I. We obtain then a two-parameter family xl,p of
solutions, for O<t:<t:* (p) where t:• (p)>O is the bifurcation point for the integral equation for f P. As (t:,p)
ranges over the connected set
~ = {(t:,p)IO<t:<t: (p), t:=e;;;f,
0

o is;;;

p is;;;

I}

the principal multiplier /J(t:,p) varies continuously in [O,l)n(l,oo). (We interpret /J = 0 as meaning dim
X.
1, i.e., a
1 is the only principal multiplier.) Thus either xt,p is unstable for all (t:,p)E~ or it is
asymptotically stable for/all (t:,p)e~.
Hence it is enough to show asymptotic stability for a particular example. Consider the cubic polynomial

=

=

f°(x)= -(l+y)x+yx 3 for lxl=e;;;l,

t

(9.1)

where the parameter y is fixed. It is easy to see that if 0 < y < then / 0 can be extended to ( - oo,oo)
in such a ;,ay that hypotheses H 1 through H 4 are all satisfied. Remarkably, for the parameter value
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£ = + and for yin a certain range, an explicit expression for the solution x( can be given. This explicit
form of x( will aid in the stability analysis.
Proposition 9.4. If£ = + and if y0 <y<t, where Yo =
solution x( is exactly

320-1~.2092, for the nonlinearity (9.1), the
(9.2)

sinw£•
1
.
Proof. We first clarify the role of the constant Yo by observing that, as/ satisfies - - = - - we
'11'£.
l+y'
have +e(O/) if and only if y>y0 • Hence the solution x( for£ = +exists if y0 <y<t. Next, a straightforward but tedioqs calculation shows the right-hand side of (9.2) satisfies the integral equation (E).
Finally, we note this function is in the cone C 0 , so it must be the solution x(. D

It is not too surprising that the explicit solution (9.2) can be given, for x( can be obtained by solving
an "integrable" ordinary differential equation when £ = +. Indeed, letting Y±(t) = x((t+t) we see
from the differentiated form (1.5) of (E) and from the periodicity that

x; = tlf(y-)-/(y+)],
Y '_

= tlf (y +)-/(x()],

(9.3)

y~ = t[f(x()-/(y-)].

The third order system (9.3) possesses the two integrals 1 1 = x(+y _ +y + and
I 2 = F(x()+ F(y _)+ F(y +),where the function F is the primitive off. Thus, at least in principle, (9.3)
can be integrated by quadratures. Obtaining periodic solutions of a differential-delay equation by means
of a related ordinary differential equation, in this fashion, was done previously by Kaplan and Yorke
[13].
For the parameter values £ = t and £ = t completely integrable ordinary differential equations can
be obtained in a similar fashion. These, perhaps, might prove useful in a stability analysis of x ( for these
two values of £ as our theory in Section 8 does not apply when £>+.
Proposition 9.5. For £ = +, f = /
by (9.2), is asymptotically stable.

0

and y-y0 > 0 sufficiently small, the solution x" given explicitly

Proof. We fix£ at+ and consider y as a Hopf bifurcation parameter. Indeed, a simple calculation shows
that the roots µ.(y) and µ.(y) of the characteristic equation (2.1), with f'(O) = -(1 +y) , y near y0, and
µ.(y0) = i w, satisfy Reµ'(y 0)>0. Therefore the results of Theorem 11.2 of [4] apply and give the solution
x((t) in (9.2) as the solution of this Hopf bifurcation problem. At the bifurcation point y = Yo the multiplier a = 1 has multiplicity two, corresponding to the slowly oscillating solutions coswt and sinwt of
(LE). For y>y0 the trivial multiplier a = 1 is simple; the other principal multiplier {J = {J(y) satisfies
fJ=:/=1, and fJ-+l as yJ..y0• The question is whether one has {J(y)>l or {J(y)<l.
In Theorem 11.2 of [4] an explicit relation between the lowest order terms of the parameter y and
multiplier {J, expanded ~ functions of a perturbation parameter 0 near the bifurcation point, is given.
I
2
Taking 0 = £1(1-12_)] to be the amplitude we find that y(0) =Yo +h002 + 0(02). The results in
y

[4] then give
{J(y(0)) = exp[-3y0Reµ'(y 0)02] + o(02)
= l -3yoReµ'(y 0)02 + 0(02).
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We conclude that ,8(y(0))<1for0 positive and small, hence xE(t) is asymptotically stable. 0
Theorem 9.1 is now proved. Theorem 9.2 concerns the i-periodic solution xkE(kt) where either
*
- En+
£I
En
I
•
•
•
£ < k<3 or£ e(k'k)n(0,3]. In either case k';i!:2 and so the solution xkE(kt) has consecutive
zeros spaced a distance

!

.;;;;;;± apart. As ±<1-£, it follows that the

solutio~(t) =

x;E(kt) of the

linearized equation

1
z(t) =

l+E

J

f'(xkE(kt -kT))z(t -T)dT
2 1-E
is never slowly oscillating; thus the trivial multiplier a = 1 of (9.4) is not a principal multiplier.
£

Consider now equation (9.4) when£ assumes the value
tion. In case£ =

~

or

£~,let us assume this value satisfies £~ <}.

£~

(9.4)

corresponding to the Hopf bifurca-

In either case, the kernel of (9.4) is sim-

ply the constant f'(O) so that equation (9.4) is autonomous. In addition, a = 1 is a multiplier but not a
principal multiplier. Lemma 2.3 implies that dim X. = 2 for this equation, as the two roots in the strip
(2.3) give rise to principal multipliers. Moreover, these principal multipliers satisfy la 11';i!:la21> 1 because
the multiplier a = 1 is not principal. Finally, we see from Propositions 8.7 and 8.8 that this situation is
•

f-

maintained as £ varies throughout the interval (0, ~ ) ~ (0,}) or ( ~ ,

f+

T) n (0,}].

This completes the

proof of Theorem 9.2.

10. Concluding remarks and open problems
Observe that if x :R~R is any (discontinuous) function satisfying
x(t+l) = -x(t)forallt,

(10.l)

x(t)e{-1,1} forall t
then x is a. solution of the difference equation (D). Obviously there are uncountably many such functions
even after we identify functions x(t) and x(t +1 0 ) differing merely by a time translation. Our results
indicate that the integral equation (E), considered as a perturbation of (D), selects a countable subfamily
of these solutions as limits of periodic solutions arising from Hopf bifurcations. That is, only the functions
x(t) = sqw(kt) , k = 1,3,5, · · · ,

with discontinuities uniformly spaced equally a distance

!

apart occur as limits of the periodic solutions

of (D) considered. This raises the question of whether there exist other branches of periodic solutions of
(E), not arising from Hopf bifurcations, with limiting behaviour as £,j, 0 described by other members of
the family (10.1). More precisely, given numbers

0 = <Xo<a1<a2< · · · <ak = 1,
where k is odd, consider the function v defined by
/

v(t)

= (-l)i , if ajo;;;;t<aj+h

v(t+l) = -v(t) ,forallt.
Does there exist, for small £, a solution x (t) of (E) which approaches v (t) as £,j,0, and which has
appropriate transition layers near the discontinuities aj of v? Must such a solution (if it exists) have
period e~y two or does its period merely approach two at some rate as £,j, O?
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Apart from the local results on stability obtained here, virtually nothing is known about the global
dynamical behaviour of solutions of initial value problems of (E). Is it true that any solution x (t) of an
initial value problem must approach either a periodic solution or else the origin as t~oo? Is this at least
true for slowly oscillating solutions? Does the phase space of (E) admit a Morse Decomposition based
on rates of oscillation of solutions as is the case (see [17, 18]) for certain differential-delay equations?
Finally, we ask to what extent our results depend on the monotonicity, co__nvexity and symmetry
hypotheses on the nonlinearity f. Certainly these are essential in proving the very rich structure of the
solution branches obtained here. If some of the hypotheses are relaxed, does there still exist a continuum
of periodic solutions (but not necessarily a smooth curve of solutions) extending from the Hopf bifurcation at f.* to f. = O? This is true for a class of singularly perturbed differential-delay equations [19, 20.]
a'(t)

=

-x(t)+f(x(t-1))

(10.2)

under certain conditions on f, notably that the period two orbit { - 1, 1} of the difference equation (D)
attracts all orbits starting from a nonzero initial condition. Walther [30] has shown that secondary bifurcations can occur. If f is not monotone do chaotic solutions exist? Again this seems to be true from
numerical evidence [5, 6] for equation (10.2); rigorous results for special cases of this and other equations
are also available [11, 27, 29].
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